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From the Editor:
Have you seen our photo collection from the
1951 Fred Deeley Austin Show? It is on the
OECC web site, www.oecc.ca, under the
heading ―Cars of the Month‖. They are first
class professional photographs and we are
lucky to have them.
There are two cars in the show which I believe Fred Deeley shipped over specially for
this show. One is a very early production
Austin 7, 1923, and is now referred to as a
‗pram hood seven‘ because of the way the
top looked when put up.
The other car of note which is very special is
the racing car. This, I am sure, is one of the
three supercharged twin cam factory team
cars built in 1937. They were built to take
back all the 750 cc class records at the famous race tracks and hill climbs throughout
Britain which MG took from them in the early
thirties. They are miniature Grand Prix cars
and are purposely built racers from top to
bottom. Pictured here is one at the famous
Shelsley Walsh hill climb, no doubt putting
another one in the record book. All three of
these magnificent race cars survive in the
Donnington Collection. Ian Cox brought the
Fred Deeley Austin Show pictures to the
attention of the club and we bought them for
the grand sum of sixty dollars. We, the Society, figured the best place to display them

was our web site so every one could enjoy
them. This is a treasure trove of local British
motoring history and a motion was passed to
have our webmaster set up a new feature on
the site to display all the photos. This feature will be called ―Historic Photos of British
Motoring in B.C.‖
Under this new heading for historic photos
we can add other collections. For example I
have some professionally taken pictures of
the Fred Deeley dealership from 1950 plus

some Austins ready for delivery in the thirties. British steam trucks of the early nineteen hundreds could be another category.
Pictures of these are very rare but I have
found a few more. There used to be an all
British new car show at the Bayshore Inn
Hotel from the late sixties to the early seventies which could be another subject. There
are these subjects and others which document our interest and history with British
vehicles in our Province. S.D.

This photo, courtesy of the Province newspaper, is of Columbia Street, New Westminster in 1938. As you can see the street is quite wide because
it was built in the late eighteen hundreds with two sets of electric street car tracks down the middle. Back then you could take the street car to the
main station and then hop on the Interurban, a larger electric tram and go to Vancouver. In 1938 they dug up the tracks, paved it over and bought
new buses. This photo shows the ‗new‘ Columbia Street with the new buses. There is a great variety of cars here, even one big old touring car
from the teens. Can you spot the British car? (Hint: John Beresford owns one) - S.D.

High Country Branch

The Thompson Valley Branch is having their annual Punctually Challenged Xmas party on Saturday
March 1st. This is officially the first
event of our calendar year and we
use it as our first meeting to establish
our event planning meeting and the
first driving event each year. As per
usual the first driving event is the annual Easter Day Parade organized by
the Vintage Car Club and we have
attended as individuals and as a club
in the past when they showcased
English cars.
As many will realize from the Society
webpage under Cars of the Month we
have shown an Austin Car Show from
1951. One of the photos shows an
Austin Sheerline Ambulance. The
Kamloops Chapter of the VCCC has
been undergoing a restoration of a
1952 Austin Ambulance similar to the
one shown in the photo, (some believe it is the same ambulance as
shown). The city of Kamloops purchased an Austin Ambulance and
used it for many years until they sold
it. The ambulance languished in fields
and barns for many years until the
VCCC purchased it two years ago
and began its restoration. The ambulance had only 19,000 miles on it but
the engine required total restoration
as the pistons were oval shaped. One
theory is that the Zenith carburetor on
the 4 liter Austin straight six engine
was never set up right for operating
above 1200' elevation and as a result

operated too lean and prematurely
wore out the engine. Another is that
with daily starting of the ambulance
and warming it on idle for emergency
preparedness without driving caused
the wear. At any rate the VCCC obtained new pistons +.040 oversized
from New Zealand. New Zealand was
blessed with having a large quantity
of Austin vehicles sold there and has
become a mecca of sorts for Austin
parts. I have told you this story so you
can understand how the OECC became involved in this restoration.

Several weeks ago long time member, Ken Finnigan, who is also a
VCCC member involved in the restoration mentioned that they were looking for the original bell for the front of
the ambulance. It had apparently
been taken off and was missing. It
was at this point that I contacted the
Society President, Wayne Peddie,
and asked if he thought it would be
worthwhile to have the OECC locate
the bell and donate it to the VCCC in
recognition of their efforts in restoring
this vehicle. Wayne agreed it would
as it is one of the Society’s charters to
"collect, restore and ensure the preservation of English vehicles". With a
polling of the Society Executive it was
agreed that this donation indeed
meets our charter and was a worthwhile endeavor. Once completed the
ambulance belongs to the VCCC and
will be on display and in parades for
many decades as they now do with
their other vehicles, (i.e. fire truck, tow
truck, police car etc). Now the hard
part was to locate a genuine Winkworth bell having only a photograph
illustrating it. Long story short and the
marvel of the internet located the exact bell from a fire truck in England on
eBay. We bid and won the bell and it
is currently being engraved indicating
it has been donated to the VCCC
from the OECC in recognition of their
efforts in restoring this vehicle. We

volunteers and donations of parts like
our bell. Costs have been higher than
for a domestic vehicle but the project
has opened the eyes of the VCCC volunteers as to the fine English workmanship displayed in the Austin and
the engine rebuilder stated the engine
forgings and quality were far superior
to N American cars of the same vintage. It is rewarding to have the support of the Society in this worthwhile
cause and will, in a small way, ensure
this vehicle is available for future genintend to officially donate it to the
VCCC during Brits Round BC when
they stop in Kamloops. The photos
show me at the VCCC workshop with
the bell and the VCCC restoration
leader Dick Parkes. Also, shown is the
rebuilt engine with our own Ken Finnigan attaching oil filter, distributer etc.
The ash carriage frame has been replaced, piece by piece, with oak and is
finally complete. Much discussion has
occurred by Morgan owners replacing
the ash chassis pieces on their cars as
to whether oak is acceptable versus
ash. Aside from the readily available
supply of ash in Britain many believe
oak to be superior while some feel ash
is more flexible and therefore will last
longer. The drive train is virtually new
and required no rebuild except for the
engine. The VCCC expects the ambulance to be in some of their mall shows
this fall as a work in progress and expect it to be road ready next spring.
Funding for the restoration work has
been through raffles performed in the
past, (prior to the NDP government of
the day banning this type of raffle),

erations to see and appreciate.
We expect to have a full driving season ahead of us with many of the regular events and some new ones located
near residences of some of our members not located in Kamloops. All in all
another busy season and many miles
ahead of us with the 3rd BRBC in the
offing
Geoff Akehurst
Chairman
Thompson Valley Branch

Central Island Branch
I regret to say that this will be a rather sombre
piece from the Central Island Branch (CIB).
The CIB is still reeling from the loss on February 20th of one of our most stalwart and bestknown members. Nigel Muggeridge (owner of
a 1927 Austin Seven Chummy, a 1972 MGB,
and sundry other old English cars) was having
dinner at the home of another OECC club
member, when he was suddenly taken severely ill. He was rushed to the Nanaimo Regional General Hospital, but he did not recover and died there three days later. To say
that he is sadly missed within the club, and as
a friend, would be a gross understatement.
Many of our members are still in shock.
Needless to say, Nigel‘s passing has had a

South Island Branch

marked effect on club activity. While regular
planned activity was cancelled, there was a
tremendous showing of OECC support at
Nigel‘s memorial service in Ladysmith on February 28th. There were no less than 55 OECC
members present. We want to particularly
thank the seven members of the South Island
Branch (SIB) who drove up to attend at the
packed St. Mary‘s Church. The large OECC
attendance, and SIB branch presence in particular, just proves what a close-knit and supportive group our Old English Car club is. I
know that this outpouring of support went a
long way to comfort Nigel‘s widow, Frances.
On other fronts, 2008 promises to be another
successful year for our branch. We have 81

paid-up members to date, and the last couple
of club meetings have had more than 45 people attending. Following our loss, we will be
back to our regular schedule of monthly runs
with the annual (Easter) Bunny Hop Run on
Sunday March 30th. Later on, in June, we
hope many folks from other branches will be
at the Society AGM, which we host in
Nanaimo this time. Start off your day by participating in the Mini Monte Rally and then
take part in the AGM itself and the evening
banquet, the latter two events will be held at
the German Hall, located on Caledonia Avenue.
Al Thompson, Chairman Central Island
Branch

testing drive and exam. With these awful conditions we are pleased to
report that there were no mishaps and we all arrived home safely.
Three cheers! And a big thank you to Chris Wignall for his generosity in
making the shop visit so enjoyable.

Our Snowy Adventure, By Pat Sparks—Sunday, January 27
Timing is everything – and time this one we did!
A perfectly planned K-12 Tour, with ‗teacher‘ Chris Wignall waiting for
his ‗students‘ to arrive at the auto shop at Esquimalt High School ,
turned into more than all of us had bargained for.
The weather forecast was not too bad. There were snow warnings for
up-island, with a small possibility of snow in the Victoria area. However,
the weatherman did not tell us that at precisely 1:50pm, 10 minutes
before the run was due to start, that the snow would begin to fall at our
meeting place at the entrance to Beaver Lake Park.
Ian, our son, arrived in his ‘79 MGB with the top down. Mother (me),
was to be his navigator and was all prepared with toque and gloves.
But as the snow fell and the seats became white, we decided that discretion was the better part of valour and the top went up.
: A chilly group get their instructions from Derrick Sparks
Two o‘clock came, our instructions were handed out and the participants, as advised, retired to their vehicles to study the route. The idea
was to visit the 10 schools listed, following the shortest distance.
And so off we went. Up the highway, right turn on Cordova Bay Road,
past the first school – Elk Lake – and on down toward Cordova Bay
Elementary, up to Claremont High, down to Royal Oak Drive to Lochside Elementary, along Royal Oak Drive and ohhhh … we were now
stuck in traffic. It would appear that ice formed directly before the snow
fell, causing an accident on the Pat Bay Highway, which in turn created
a massive traffic jam on Royal Oak as the police had redirected traffic
from both north and south bound lanes. And the snow continued to fall.
We proceeded slowly to Royal Oak Middle School, then turned onto
Wilkinson Road. Here we realized for the first time the slick conditions
we were facing. Nevertheless my fearless driver managed to keep the
MGB on the road and on its way! To our surprise we came up behind
Commer Superpoise navigator plots the course
John & Deirdre just ahead of us on Wilkinson, in their ‗49 Commer lorry,
and we thought we were doing well! John, not surprisingly, advised us
that he and Deirdre were heading home before the weather worsened.
Of the 12 cars that started, only 6 arrived at the school, and we were
also joined by Susan Jones who did not make it to the start.
Chris gave a wonderful tour of the shop, explaining what they did, how
they worked on the cars, and what they did with them when they were
fixed. We then proceeded to the ‗classroom‘ where we wrote a small
‗test‘. (Modesty apparently prevented Pat from revealing that she and
Ian, together with Dave and Gloria Pollard were the joint winners of the
rally/test – Ed.)
Nine people made it to the restaurant at WestBay to relax after the
Ian Sparks' MG, with its top in the correct folded position

Cabin Fever Escape, by John Beresford
Sunday, February 24
Derrick certainly arranged for more suitable weather for the February
Sunday Drive than what had been on offer for January. This was reflected in the fact that 14 cars and some 30 OECC members (and two
dogs) left the starting point in Colwood. Of particular note, Trevor
Parker arrived in his ―new‖ Austin A-90 Westminster and both the Rivers‘ and Tibbo‘s, TR3 and Jensen Healey respectively, undertook the
trip with their cars‘ tops in the (correct) folded position.
After receiving our simple route instructions (no quiz or roadside clues
required!), group headed up and over the Malahat to the Mill Bay
Ferry turnoff. Some decided to visit the ferry terminal, but all soon arrived at the first scheduled stop on the beach along Mill Bay Road.
From there it was a pleasant drive along Telegraph Bay and Cherry
Point roads until we arrived at Shane Davis‘s residence.
Open garage doors displayed Shane‘s ‗49 Rolls Royce Silver Dawn
and ‗47 HRG. Behind the HRG was his Bentley Continental. All three
cars are very rare, the Continental and HRG each being one of two in
Canada. The Bentley was the fastest 4-seater in the world when introduced in 1952.
Shane graciously allowed people to sit in the Rolls and Bentley, while
the more mechanically minded studied the engines under the open
bonnets. Shane has owned the cars for many years and maintains
them himself. The garage was interesting in itself, with many motorsport posters from all over the world on display.
A tour of the house was next, where a huge collection of model cars
was on view, ranging in size from Dinkys to Pocher Rolls Royce and
Alfa. Interesting furniture and books were to be seen in every room too.
Shane was presented with an OECC mug and a Mille Miglia commemorative video in appreciation of his generosity in opening up his
home and garage to us.
Only after some persuasion was Derrick able to get the group back in
their own vehicles, in preparation for departure to the refreshment stop.
The Rock Cod Cafe in Cowichan Bay proved well up to the task of
feeding the rather large group very quickly indeed. The Sparks recommendation of the fish and chips was taken up by many and all appeared well satisfied.
Thanks go out to Shane for his hospitality and to Derrick for arranging
another enjoyable afternoon.

Shane is presented with an OECC mug by Derrick Sparks

Shane Davis' HRG

The River's TR-3

Trevor Parker's "new" Austin A-90

North Island Branch
The Old English Car Club‘s branch in the Comox Valley was very lucky that the past executive all agreed to keep their post for 2008.
The Branch is lucky to have such a supportive
and enthusiastic chair, although at the moment Frank DeCarlo is gallivanting across the
width of USA all the way to Florida, on a
Harley just to get a new recipe for his pig roast
he will host for all members of the OECC on
their first leg of the Brits Around BC Tour that
starts on Jun 27.
The Branch had a very fun Christmas Banquet
at the Golf Club which was a very successful
night for the new membership chair, Dave
Sherstone, many members paid for their 2008
membership. Dave is a very enthusiastic
member, he and his wife have settled into the
warm Comox Valley after a stint in White
Horse and their MG Midget is giving them a lot
of fun.
With all the development that is happening in
the Valley our meeting place on the water at
the Edgewater Pub has been lost and we
have been looking for a new place, in the
mean time Frank has been having the meetings at his place through the winter. Steve
and Josie Watkins‘s have come forward and
offered us their resort for our meetings for the
spring and summer which will be wonderful.
The goal of every group is to have a stable
meeting place on a regular meeting night so
that interested car buffs can know where and
when to drop in. The cost of meeting rooms is
hard to bear with a small membership. We
are still working on this dilemma.
The events for this year are many and varied.
The first one the Branch takes in is a Swap,
Shop, and Show in Courtenay organized by
the Vintage Car Club and all Clubs in the area
help and take part April 6th. There is a close
friendship with the Campbell River Car Club
which has very enthusiastic, mechanically
minded group of guys who have a run each
year organized a great weekend. This year
June 6 and 7th promises to be a lot of fun and
is centered in the Valley and will welcome the
beautiful MG C club from the mainland. ( C of
MG TC‘S etc). July will see a new event in
Courtenay with an Open to All car show in the
Streets of the City. And for our club our All
British Meet at the Filberg is on Aug 16-17
weekend. We plan on this being a fantastic
weekend and two batches of wine have already been bottled up and aging! Those that
took part in our car show last year were lucky
enough to enjoy a great day with no rain on
the Sunday, although the Drivers Challenge
was a bit wet! We are hoping more people
will come this year, it was noted we are one of
the few car shows where there is no restriction

on having a For Sale sign on your car! So
that is another reason to bring your cars to our
Valley!

Annual Filberg Car Show

Tour of the Peter Welsh collection

Tour of the Steve Harris Collection

With all the events that we can partake in I am
sure we shall see you all at one of them!

Vancouver Coast Branch submitted by Walter Reynolds—photos as credited
The Branch Christmas Party and Awards Ceremonies were held in late
November, 2007. The party was at the Sullivan Community Hall in Surrey which is the second year in a row for this venue. There was a good
turnout for the meal prepared by Pat Miles (performing her ―Chief Chef‖
role) assisted by Chris Walker, Gerry Chatterton and Audrey Shaw,
amongst others. Pat organized a sing-along which required everyone‘s
participation. Awards presentations finished, Dave Walker broke out the
karaoke equipment and he, Gerry Chatterton and Roy Wilkins
(individually, and together), sang to the group.
Our January 2008 monthly meeting was held at the Roma Hall where
we were shown several mini-movies from Austin of England which were
made around the early 30‘s. Each was about 10 minutes long and regaled the Austin automobile virtues. Being from Birmingham, I was
given an unexpected nostalgia trip when one movie showed lots of
Birmingham tram cars picking up Austin workers from outside of the
Smiling Executive and Appointees.
Longbridge plant. Some of the procedures followed would make today‘s
safety professionals have heart attacks. One example was the production of radiators where the bottom and tops of the radiator cores were
dipped in solder and the excess solder was shaken off. The operator‘s
clothing from about the waist down was covered in solder which made
him walk rather stiff-legged.

Participating cars at Steveston. Pat Miles photo.

The Austin factory, 1948. Photo from Wikipedia

Photo from Wikipedia

The February 2008 meeting found us at Paul‘s Radiator Shop in Richmond. Here Paul opened his shop to us and gave us ―Radiator 101‖ as
we toured the various working stations in his shop. He also showed us
radiators from some very large engines and their radiators were BIG
and very expensive. Safety procedures were a lot better than shown in
the Austin factory radiator shop! Paul reviewed his beliefs regarding
various popular coolant additives and debunked a variety of radiatorrelated myths. A good visit and a good place to take our LBC radiators
that require work.
February 10, 2008 Valentine‘s Day Run. This run was organized by
new Branch members John and Lorna Hoare. The run started from the
Macdonald‘s in Middlegate, Burnaby and ended at the Buck‘n Ear Pub
in Steveston, Richmond. Travelling from Point ―A‖ to Point ―B‖, the route
took the cars across the Queensborough Bridge onto Mitchell Island
and from there along the Fraser River dike to the Steveston Hwy and
into Steveston proper. Prior to lunch, the group visited the Britannia
Shipyards Museum. Due to very poor weather predictions, only 6 cars
participated, but it is hoped for better weather next year.
March 4, 2008: Branch AGM at the Roma Hall. Election results:
Chair: Ken Miles
Vice Chair: Steve Hutchens
Treasurer: Elaine Lafontaine
Secretary: Dennis Nelson
Appointments:
Event Coordinator: Steve Diggins
Air Care Liaison: Fred Bennett
Phone Committee Coordinator: Mike Smith
Compassion: David Ballantine
Upcoming events include:
March 29: Garage Tour to Gerry Parkinson‘s new garage and then on
to Liz and Steve Blake‘s with lunch at the Rose and Crown Restaurant
in Delta.
April 1: Regular Monthly meeting; At B&N Hot Rod, Port Moody.
April 12: Fort Langley Run with lunch at the Fort pub in Fort Langley.
May 17: Van Dusen ABFM.
And that is all from the Vancouver Coast Branch

The Automotive Restoration of the Wolseley 6/99: As told from a woman’s experience

The story of how this great automobile, the
Wolseley 6/99, was brought back to life cannot in any way be told separately from my
experience and struggles as a woman. I can
talk about the parts that had to be rebuilt and
repaired but I am sure, as in any project that
many enthusiasts would encounter, these
challenges were met from a different point of
view. So in a sense, it‘s like telling two stories
at once.
I guess I need to start with the look I got from
my mother when the two hulking frames of
badly broken and rusted cars (one for restoration and one for parts) were towed to my
home. No, it wasn‘t a look of despair or disappointment, but rather ―What has she started
this time?‖ or ―This is getting worst!‖ with just a
hint of admiration and envy for the freedom.
That‘s not the look I got from my landlord, as
he told me I had 30 days to get them out of
there.
As you can gather, cars and garages were not
part of my lifestyle nor my culture. None of my
family ‗tinkers‘, nor do they even repair their
own cars. So, what does bring a woman to
want to restore a car?
As with many other car enthusiasts, I fell in
love with ‗a memory of a car‘ from youth; in
my case, it was a friend‘s. I was just 17 and
my friend, one day, showed up with her newly
purchased 1955 Austin Cambridge. It just
looked and drove so differently than any automobile I had ever experienced. It had a per-

sonality, and a poised presence with just a
hint of silliness (it looks like a British bolo hat,
and when you sit behind the wheel it looks like
a Rolls‘ grill frame with a flying A). I was in
love. She kept the car locked up for the next
twenty years and one day, when I was visiting
the Okanagan, she announced that she was
selling it. I reacted all at once; sell it to me!

Since she would not accept what I could pay,
she sold it.
Having been in university for ten years and an
apartment renter for just as many, I was just
itching to have something of my own that I
could work on- to create and be creative with
an artist‘s passion that was restless and
starved for a place to express itself (even
passionate enough to bicycle across the
mountains from Vancouver to Vernon where
my girl friend kept her car!). Having been bitten by the car bug, I began to dream of owning such a car. Like saving a lost kitten, I
would work on the metal and learn to repair
the car to its former beauty.
In the mean time, I found that the most affordable and efficient way to get tools was to ride
a bike across town and search all the garage
sales throughout the summer. I‘m not kidding!
I didn‘t even have screwdrivers, and tools are
costly. I even managed to bring home a vice
for $5 in my bike pannier. Later, I began to
realize that this scrounging attitude is just
what‘s needed when restoring old cars where
the parts are so rare.
Now I needed to find the car. I got wind of two
automotive shops that restored old British cars
where I ran into club members of the Cambridge, Oxford, Westminster, Wolseley Club;
long for The COWW Club as it was known,
with a cow mascot and all. (Eventually, I was
to actually own every single one of those cars
all at one time.) Well, the club members were
enthusiasts at drinking a pint, and long on
good advice. That was great because I had a

lot of questions. That‘s when every one told
me of this fellow club member who would
be very happy to help me find my car. One
trip to the Okanagan and later to Mission, I
not only found my car, but my future husband too, but that‘s another story (did I
mention all the great guys you get to meet
in this hobby?).
I was smitten by a very handsome picture
of a 1961 Wolseley 6/99 for sale at Ruth‘s. I
thought the car looked stately without looking too rich or posh for the likes of me;
humble, with a touch of class. I had, at the
time, the opportunity to buy a running four

cylinder Wolseley with a questionable paint
job, but it was more than I could afford.
Besides, it just didn‘t carry the class that
the 6/99 had. The 6/99 on the other hand,
was very affordable, but much reassembling was needed. There were two cars for
sale as it turns out; one of them had lost its‘
brakes while driving, and the other was
rusted out. Upon the good practice of my
later to-be husband to never say It’s impossible, and to not ever really say No, I
bought them. My ‗good practice‘ was to
never really know what I was getting myself
into: isn‘t ignorance bliss? (It‘ll get you any-

where!)
Still not knowing what I was getting myself
into, I thought it best to take adult education
night school: an automotive restoration
course, a welding course, and later grade
11 mechanics. (Not too many women in
these places either. Go figure!) Having lady
luck on my side didn‘t hurt either, for when I
needed to get the cars out of my landlord‘s
place I was able to bring them to the restoration teacher‘s home. He had several
workshops where I could work on the cars
with ‗supervision‘. There, I preceded to take
the parts car apart and took the parts home
to store them in a spare room the landlord
allowed me to use. After three months, I
had the entire car brought back to my
home, in pieces, but this time inside the
house: the whole car - rear axle, transmission and all. My landlord didn‘t object this
time; but then I did put a big tarp over the
rug, and another over the parts, and never
mentioned to him what was under the tarp.
(Another female trick perhaps? playing
innocent.)
Now I must mention another woman’s experience and lesson of value. Through the
club, members are able to get work parties
together for big jobs like the day the engine
and tranny had to be pulled out. This is
important to mention, as girlfriends just
don‘t want to get together and work on
something like, let say, a car? It becomes a
very lonely hobby for a woman after a
while. Guys just don‘t hang around too
long, not being the buddy experience they
are use to, and feel more like they are being generous with their time and helpful.
This is when I started to notice how the
artful feminine skills came into play
throughout the restoration. Having just
brought up this stereotype, I want to dismantle it just as quick! All in all, a woman‘s
charm never really gave me an advantage,
but rather evened the playing field, so that
the buddy help guys have when they get
together in the garage was ‗opportuned‘ by
me from guys wanting to help a ‗woman in
distress‘.
This car was unibody built, just one whole
big metal unit; not even any screws or
bolts, just spotwelds that held the fenders
and all. The real work began when I had to
drill all the spotwelds to get the front end
apart: as I said, the car was running when it
was suddenly stopped by some truck or
something high so that everything above
the frame was demolished. Thanks to the
rusting inner fenders, the shroud buckled
and gave cushion for the frame and windscreen, and the engine block stopped the
impact from going any further back. This, I

found out, was not restoration but rather collision repair. So before I started dismantling,
the instructor brought the car into his garage
from outside on the gravel where I worked,
and pulled the car so that any stress on the
frame was removed. (He did charge for all the
‗help‘ I found out later.) I carried on with the
rest of the ‗restoration‘. The spotwelds on the
lower bulkhead were drilled, and the inner
fenders were cut where the metal was rustless
and straight. The exact same was done to the
parts car, and with both I reassembled the
front end like some big Lego snap-on project. I
had kept the shroud and the fenders intact
with the whole front end, bumper valance and
all.
The usual rust repairs were done on the
wings, like replacing the metal on the doglegs
and front wing attachments (don‘t look at the
wing attachments on my car ‗cause that‘s
where I can really prove that this was a backyard project). One of the wings‘ dogleg was
fabricated by the instructor and not bought
from England, as I found out that most of the
parts for 4 cylinder cars are readily available
but not so for the 6 cylinder cars. The other
dogleg was patched together by me, and this
was my first attempt at acetylene-oxygen
welding on the car. My butt-welds were
warped and stretched and I was determined to
fill that all in with body putty and have the car
wear the scars of my first welding forever (like
the wing attachments). Patrick lost patience
arguing with me to redo it, and just before I
put the final touches on the car prior to painting, he redid it himself. The remaining welds
were under the car on the floor panels, outriggers and in the trunk. The remainder of the
car was remarkably in great shape, but I did
wear a scar on my chin for the rest of that
year because a long welding rod caught my
chin as it got hung up under the frame. (Oh
yes, the scars! I could go on a long time about
this subject.) Welding upside down, now
there‘s another subject to talk about! At least
when you use acetylene-oxy you don‘t end up
with all the solder falling all over you as when
using mig welding, but it is easier as I found
out on my second car. (Oh yes, I didn‘t learn
from my first car; I actually started a second,
which is the little Austin A55 with the flying A.)
After this stage I moved the car to another
garage in the valley where I learned the wonderful art of ‗Bondoing‘. This is where you can
separate the artists form the hacks, I hear. A
few tips I learned only afterwards was to put
the Bondo on when the head light chrome and
grill are on, so that the Bondo can be shaped
accordingly. What can I say? ; I had beginner‘s luck and a damn good eye! Another tip
that I knew at the time was to have the metal
reworked so meticulously so that only a few

millimeters thick of Bondo is needed. Well lets
just say, don‘t go tapping the metal around my
car as all you will get is a dull thump in many
parts, and the magnet just wont stick.
Another move was attempted back to my
home when I was pulled over by the police for
apparently driving a car that didn‘t meet all the
safety codes. We were being cautious, as
Patrick followed right behind and I wore sunglasses to protect me from the bugs as I drove
along without a windscreen, hood, trunk,
bumpers and doors. No charm seemed to
work on that cop! I was towed and fined. (But
then I heard that if you go contest it, and the
cop doesn‘t show, your charges are dropped!
And it worked, but I got a very funny look of
disbelief from the judge as she dismissed my
ticket.)
The next move, being towed this time, was to
a friend‘s home where a plastic barrier would
be constructed so that I could paint the car
outside. By chance, the tow truck driver took
one look at the situation and a long look at the
car, and just could not leave my car there. He
took it to his place where he had a paint booth
for no charge! Lady in distress luck again I
thought! I spent the next two weeks there
painting the car myself. I had taken a painting
course from the instructor and had painted the
wheel rims at his garage. Base coat, clear
coat was the paint I used, as I had a difficult
time finding the correct paint codes, and luckily, I had the inner doors to scan for a paint
formula. The match was perfect. I was tickled

pink! I had chosen the original color of the car,
a porcelain green, and added a two-tone
variation of connaught green as offered by the
manufacturer in its‘ time. When I ran out of
paint because I had to re-sand and redo, I
found out that the paint mixer guy had been
fired for touching up the paint formulas without
documenting. I had to mix the remainder with
the new color to get an approximate match to
the rest of the car! Then I learned about shaving the drips on the clear coat with a razor
before they set hard; truly the work for an
artist! (or con artist?) It truly is a hobby that is
hands-on; I am always amazed with guys that
look so rough and rugged who can create
such delicate tasks with their hands and a well
trained eye; an appreciation that can only be
attained through having to live the experience
yourself.
Truly an experience that changed my life; this
stately car that carries an air of prestige without snobbery, has won over many admirers.
The encounters at car shows, the comradery
with car enthusiasts in car clubs, and the wonderful personal connections created are all
that make it an experience of a lifetime. It is
the road less well traveled which has brought
me much happiness and fulfillment.
By Elaine Marie Ethel Lafontaine
February 5, 2008

Restoring my Thames Pickup by Les Foster

Les at ECAIP 2006
Story continued from the last issue—
December 2007…
I had always been rather smug about the
Ford‘s mechanical braking system. After a
horror show with my A-55‘s frozen wheel cylinders I was doubly sure that a dry system
would be easy to restore. Silly man! One of
the primary reasons that hydraulic brakes
were introduced was that they are much simpler and have far fewer parts than the rod and
cable variety. The sheer number of individual
rods, swivels, pivots, bushes, clevises, clevis
pins, cotter pins, cables, levers, expanders,
rollers, wedges, pistons, springs, grease nipples, shoes, felts, drums, compensators, etc;
etc; was staggering! The Thames half ton
uses eleven inch finned drums in its fullycompensated Girling cable-actuated braking
system. When in good working order the
actual movement of the various components
is very small and the braking effect is excellent. That was not quite the state my pickup‘s
system was in. Bent nails replacing cotter
pins in crucial brake rods were just the most
visible sin. Worn pins, seized expanders,
sloppy swivels, stuck adjusters, stretched or
seized cables all testified to a long history of
ignorance and neglect. Every single piece of
that system had to be de-greased, wirebrushed, examined (and often tossed out and
replaced), painted, reassembled with new pins
(clevis and cotter), bushings and the like.
D.V. Aldous re-lined the brakes and turned the
drums. New cables and boots, pins, and
bushings came from England. Getting it all
back together called for numerous comparisons to the bottoms of my other Thamesoften in the cold or rain! Finally, though, it
was done. After a careful major adjustment
(involving the central compensator unit that

distributes braking force between the front and
rear axles and acts as a fail-safe split system
much the same way that limiting valves and
dual master cylinders do today) and adjusting
each wheel and the handbrake cable, the
brakes worked excellently. Only one readjustment was required after the first few
hundred miles.
Eventually the rebuilt engine returned. I actually forget the exact order of some of these
operations but I do remember working steadily, with Carl, for over two years. The engine
was relatively simple to re-install along with its
new clutch. I used a rebuilt Prefect clutch
because I happened to have one. It‘s a
spoked-type hub whereas the ‗proper‘
Thames clutch has a more modern design
with cushioning springs.
When the final
change-over to the new frame, etc; comes, I
will put in a Thames clutch but it is fine for
now, especially considering that I‘m not hauling any weight. I had a NOS Ford carb body
(actually the Zenith 26VF3) and together with
a kit from England a much better carburetor
was rendered. The distributor was one of the
few parts requiring very little attention. The
starter motor was not so co-operative. It suffered from dragging. Despite complete disassembly and a new return spring, it finally had
to be replaced with a better one. The generator was perfectly good as was the fuel pumpsmall mercies.
With the wiring, front end, cooling, brakes,
engine, and gearbox done, the last major
frontier was the rear axle and torque tube.
Near the beginning of this article I alluded to
the problems caused by the design of the
truck. The Thames (like the other English
Fords of its era) has a gearbox with a dipstick
on the top of it. The sealing method is by
impaling a cork on the dipstick rather like an

olive on a toothpick. The roof of the Thames
is canvas. Canvas rots in the sun and the
rain. Holes appear. Rain enters the cab and
drips through the access hole in the floor (if
there is a floor after the truck has been abandoned for thirty or forty years) and drips into
the gearbox through the ill-fitting cork
(sometimes the stick is gone and the water
can just pour in). The water level rises in the
box until it leaks through the seals and runs
down the nicely-sloped torque tube and begins filling up the rear axle. Havoc is
wreaked! What isn‘t directly corroded by the
water is eaten away by the condensation. Far
more damage is done by moisture than by
wear. The first tip-off to axle woes was when
we were examining the rear brakes and it was
evident that gear oil was leaking out (despite
clever oil-catching cups inside the backing
plates with drain holes to let errant lubricant
drip onto your driveway). An exploratory disassembly of the axle was imperative. It
started right after I drained a cup or so of water out of it! Needless to say most of the innards were too far gone to use. Half a dozen
more very heavy and unpleasant rear axles
were dissected. Finally we settled on a good
housing with pinion and crown gear, axles
with good gears, and such. New bearings and
seals would be needed but at least they (like
the tie rod ends, spring shackles, rear wheel
bearings and axle tube sleeves and a few
other items) were shared with the bigger midthirties U.S. Fords and so would be cheaper
than parts from the U.K. The real problem
was the axle shafts and the axle tube ends.
The axle shafts were all scored badly where
they ran in the oil seals. The only fix was to
have them spray-welded and then remachined, at vast expense. Likewise the axle
-tube ends needed attention. The Thames,

Carl removing body mounts from donor '48 van (firewall already removed for use)

My Thames and its donor pickup
like all early Fords, uses caged roller bearings
carried in the brake drums that run on the
outside of the hardened ends of the axle
tubes. Modern cars use ball or roller bearings
that carry the actual axle shafts and the outer
tubes just keep the oil in. The ends of every
tube that I had were scored, worn or corroded.
Luckily the ends are the same size as the ‘36
U.S. Ford and I got a sleeve kit for it. Still,
difficult and costly machining and shrinking
was needed to install the sleeves. I‘m grateful
to Tom Hood, the Ford guy who did my front
axle, for also carefully and expertly rebuilding
my rear axle from the parts that I provided for
him. This old technology is becoming a lost
art. For example, the bearing pre-load and
the backlash on these differentials is set by
standing the axle vertically and inserting varying thicknesses of paper gaskets between the
centre housing and the bolt-on axle tubes.
Not an operation for the faint of heart! Tom
sent the axle out for re-sleeving but did everything else himself. The result is like new. I
sandblasted the axle tubes for a nicer look
and painted everything black when it arrived
home. Before refitting the axle, the radius
rods, spring and shackles and the brake units
had to be reattached. The spring was good
but each leaf (of thirteen) had to be separated,
cleaned, painted, greased and re-assembled.
The torque tube has a mini caged roller bearing at its forward end and a steadying ball
bearing halfway down the tube. It was easy to
replace the former but the latter was a real
challenge. The steady bearing is bonded into
a rubber ring with a threaded hole in one side
for a locating screw. Ford had a special tool
to shove it down the tube in exactly the right
way so that the hole in the rubber ring lined up
with the hole in the tube allowing the set
screw to be installed to locate the bearing

race and keep it from spinning. Of course no
one has such a tool. I had to make my own. I
found an electrical conduit fitting in my extensive junk collection that was just the right size
to hold the bearing. I milled down the end of a
broomstick to fit it and a tool was born! I did
several practice runs with the old bearing
before successfully attempting the real thing.
Finally it was time to put the completelyassembled torque/tube/spring/rear axle assembly onto the truck. Talk about unsprung
weight! The mass of iron bouncing along
beneath these old trucks is amazing! The
problem here was the spring shackles. I‘d
ordered expensive original-type metal-cased
shackles that had to be pressed into tubular
eyes on the axle tubes. It had already been
necessary to reject many tubes because
these eyes had been damaged severely when
neglected shackles wore right through their
casings and chewed up their mounting points.
The ends of the shackles are threaded studs
that attach to the spring so you can‘t hammer

Carl driving the cabless donor pickup

on them to drive them into the eyes. Carl and
I tried everything. We even unbolted my large
bench vise and carted it out to the truck to
press the shackles home. All we did was
break the vice in two! Completely stumped
and worn out, we had no answer for this one.
Then, through an earlier epiphany of mine that
the Ford part number prefix indicates the
part‘s vehicle of origin (i.e. a prefix of ‗40‘ indicated a Model 40- the 1932 U.S. Ford, etc.), I
got the idea that there just might be an easier
fix available as an aftermarket hot rod part.
Sure enough, one piece shackles with nice
push-in plastic bushings intended for ‘32
Fords were available for a song from The Old
Car Centre in Langley and took seconds to
install. My opinion of hot-rodders went up
another notch!
With the rear axle in place it was just a matter
of making various adjustments here and there
and trying to make the pickup road ready by
tidying up details like wrestling the grill and
bonnets back on. This proved to be its own
special brand of hell due to the misalignment
of the body and frame. Nothing fits quite right
and never will until the frame and present cab
are replaced. After much cursing, a tolerable
fit was achieved and things like glass in the
windows, door handles, floor plates and access panels, a driver‘s seat, a new vacuum
wiper motor and the like could be installed.
In April 2006 the time had come for launch.
Squeezed in like Gemini astronauts, Carl and
I blasted-off for Langley. It was truly an epic
drive! We had selected Tom Hood‘s house as
a goal. We wanted him to see the results of
his efforts and to put the truck to a real test.
We survived the trip and re-entered Tsawwassen successfully. Only one real problem
showed up- a dramatic lack of thrust! Having
not really driven a Thames any distance in
about twenty-five years, I wasn‘t sure if this
was the norm or not. I was to ponder this

firewall patch in place on 'new' cab
question for another year until the answer was
finally revealed.
Over the next few months I improved the
Thames with some cosmetic refinements like
door panels and a spare tire door. Gerry
Parkinson helped me by welding various
cracks and tears in the door and I massaged it
into an acceptable state. Gerry cleverly used
tiny copper rivets to attach new chrome ‗toilet
seat‘ covers over the budget lock key holes,
just like the original. I sometimes like to tease
Morgan owners by pointing out the similarities
between Thames trucks and their slightly
sleeker vehicles. As well as the composite
body construction, with its attendant similarities, there is the engine (used, way back, on
the both three and four wheel Mogs), and little
details like those toilet seats and the bonnet
handles, etc. Who said there‘s no such thing
as a Morgan pickup truck?
The Thames made its first public debut (or
debacle) at the September 2006 English Car
Affair in the Park where it distinguished itself
by having to back up one hill on the run to
Sooke. That power question was still nagging
at me.
The following spring, a carefully orchestrated
expedition was mounted to Tradex, complete
with Google Earth-planned route to minimize
the effects of gravity. By now, Carl was growing more and more dissatisfied with the
pickup‘s performance. The crescendo was
reached when we moved onto ‗borrowing‘ the
cab from my other Thames pickup. I‘d just
bought this one the previous summer. It was
a project abandoned in 1974 but complete
and in remarkably good condition despite a

glaring lack of paint. Before removing its cab
we thought that it would be interesting to try
and get it running. Carl performed his usual
voodoo on its motor and it burst into song
after over thirty years of rest. And sing it did!
It was embarrassingly smoother and more
freely-revving than my costly restored engine.
This spurred us to delve further into the matter. A compression check revealed that I was
driving a three-cylinder Thames. Running on
around twenty-two horses instead of the full
herd of thirty was the cause of its unenthusiastic attitude toward hills. Grudgingly, we
removed the side cover to examine the valve
adjustment. I had squandered big bucks on
after-market adjustable lifters (all pre-war
Fords had non-adjustable ones- you just
ground the mushroom-shaped tip accordingly
when fitting them). These new units proved
to be a misguided idea. They were nearly
impossible to actually adjust in place and lo
and behold we found the smoking gun of
power loss- an improperly set lifter. With
about an eighth of an inch clearance instead
of a few thou, the lifter was manfully bouncing
up and down without touching the valve stem.
Carl addressed this problem (while lying sideways in the tiny foot-well of the Thames and
working through an access panel) after spending a morning grinding two 11/16th wrenches
thin enough to grip the lifter‘s nuts. He was
about to grip mine with a vise, I think, before
this job was done! Carl‘s not really a member
of the Henry Ford Fan Club. Still the result
was almost worth the agony. The difference
catapulted the Thames into the lower regions
of functionality. I can now keep my place in

city traffic and even hold onto second gear on
almost any hill.
This breakthrough was just in time for Vandusen. On the way there, a new land speed
record for Thames trucks of forty-five miles
per hour was set going downhill in the Massey
Tunnel, driven as much by fear as by internal
combustion!
Since then, Carl and I have moved on to the
next phase of the plan. After removing the
other pickup‘s cab and amusing the local folk
by driving the Beverly Hillbillies-like chassis
and box around my front yard for a while, we
decided to tackle the job of restoring it to replace the twisted and ill-fitting one presently
on the green truck. This ‗new‘ cab had one
major fault. A former owner had, apparently,
a companion with legs of a normal length and
had decided to flaunt originality by fabricating
a passenger-side foot-well to appease them.
This had to go! To that end, we surgically
removed the appropriate sections of floor and
firewall from a 1948 donor van that I have.
We (and I use that term lightly) removed the
offending structure from the cab and welded in
the original pieces. It was very challenging
but the result will be quite acceptable after a
few pounds of lead are applied. With the basic form returned to its original shape, we
probed the cab‘s woodwork. The back of the
cab has various vertical and horizontal framing to carry the wooden door-lock pillars and
the rear panel, which is aluminum. The main
structural cross-member at the rear of the cab
is also made of wood. All these parts are
joined by mortise and tenon joints held by
screws and bolted to brackets on the steel

Les in blasting garb

Thames VIN plate (illustrates "Ford Made in
England")
(Continued from page 14)

cab. Discretion won out over valour when we
decided to leave the main cross-member and
the door pillars in place. The dark arts of
composite construction by the Briggs Body
Company included welding the cab corners on
after the wood pillars were inserted (as witnessed by the obviously-scorched woodwork
that we observed). The chances of disaster
out-weighed the advantages of removal.
Every few years it seems that infrastructure
needs pre-empt actual restoration. This past
summer brought one of those interludes. With
the replacement cab about as far along as I
could expect for this year, it was time to clean
it up and preserve it in anticipation of future
cosmetic work. As alluded to earlier, the cab
had been stripped of all of its paint by its former owner. Although stored inside since ‘74,
it was heavily surface-rusted and had to be
sand-blasted. I decided, after examining the
pros and con, to equip myself with my own
compressor and tools to do this and future
cleaning and painting work. The decision to
do this set in motion an arduous few weeks of
selecting and purchasing suitable equipment
then completely cleaning and reorganizing my
garage and storage areas to accommodate it
all.
The projected few hours of sand-blasting
stretched to a few weeks. I had teething troubles with the blaster but finally settled into an
efficient rhythm with it and got the job done. It
is a remarkably unpleasant task, punctuated
by the necessity to collect, screen and reload
the media on a regular basis. The result was
satisfying, though. It was neat to see the body
shell gleaming in bare metal as if it had just
rolled off the line at Dagenham!
The next and final prerogative for 2007 was to
preserve this state of grace. I purchased epoxy primer and all the various chemicals
needed for the task. Wow, paint is expensive!
The price of materials to primer my tiny cab
added up to over twice as much as the one

'new' cab after primering
hundred dollars that I‘d paid back in 1967 to
have my whole Thames van primered and
painted at a body shop. I bought an inexpensive new HVLP gun, and after applying a
metal treatment, I was ready to primer. I had
never sprayed anything other than home shutters before but I must say I was pleasantly
surprised at how easy it was and what a successful outcome resulted. My euphoria was
no doubt enhanced by the incredibly toxic
fumes of the two-pack paint!
By this time it was late September and the
time had come to give it a rest for the year.
Next year‘s efforts will be directed to dressing
all the welds and restoring the wooden rear
wall structure. Door gaps and such will have
to be aligned and the doors blasted and
primered. A new aluminum panel will have to
be made for the rear wall. Suitable slotheaded fasteners will have to be found (not so
easy in this age of Robertson, Phillips or Torx

My Thames on Westham Island in October 07

fasteners). Ideally, a finished replacement
cab in primer would exist by the end of 2008.
In the longer run there is my pickup‘s box to
rebuild and then the donor pickup will have to
give its lovely, straight frame to the cause.
The final act, after much work on fenders and
bonnets and their fit, will be painting. Whether
or not I will do all or part of that myself, is still
to be decided. It‘s best not to look too far
ahead as the view can tend to be a bit overwhelming!
Meanwhile I‘ll keep driving my mechanicallyrestored green Thames pickup while its future
body and frame take shape in my garage. It‘s
just too much fun to take it off the road for
years while all the stages of restoration are
completed. Having a running vehicle helps
keep me inspired to perfection. As Yogi Berra
once said, ―ninety percent of this game is half
mental‘.

What thoughts are going through the chauffeur‘s mind as the little rich kid is yelling ―faster, faster‖?

